
TriMet Presentation 

- Ticketing Technology 
- App development 
- eFare program 
 

- Alternative Fuel Technology 
 



TriMet & Mobile Technology 

 
 



Objectives and Opportunities 

Mobile ticketing was first step in moving from paper tickets and 
passes to a state-of-the art electronic fare collection system 
 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief history of current fare collection, paper tickets/passes, etcWant to move beyond printing and distributing paper tickets and passes, collecting cash



Manna for App Developers 



Common Rules 



The Market Responds 



Common Architecture 



 

Mobile Ticketing 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developed in coordination with Globe Sherpa



Quick Adoption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total Sales:  $24+ millionNearly $1.4 million / monthApproximately 10-15% of total fare revenueMajority of revenue has replaced cash at TVMs and fareboxesTotal Tickets Sold:  nearly 5.8 millionApp downloads:  over 250,000Apple: 175,000; Google: 75,000 - Apple’s developer site went down as we were getting ready to launch, resulting in unexpected delay, with no know resolution -grade/refresh rate of users – some customers upgrade or change phones more frequently than anticipated (like weekly or monthly)-Shared accounts – people with apple devices tend to expect that they can share an account as they may do with an iTunes account-You encounter a lot of fringe/edge cases with the mobile app primarily because many users use their device differently. It’s hard to isolate an issue when customer’s experiences differ and the conditions are challenging to replicate - If the customer doesn’t know what they are doing, it will impact dwell timeTrade off between adding pass code or sign-on on phone to avoid unauthorized tickets, but would slow down boarding.Perpetual log in – if you change your password on the website – the device stays logged in; if the phone is stolen – you basically have to wipe your account of information and start a new one since the app will stay logged in until uninstalled from the device.



“Go Orange” Mobile Treasure Hunt 



 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

eFare: “Hop Fastpass” 



eFare – The Next Innovation 



Integrated Features 



First Generation Hop 



2nd Generation Hop 



3rd Generation Hop 



Alternative Fuel Technology 



State Policy Drivers 

• Action Item: Oregon should develop a 
comprehensive alternative fuel program 
that allows utility-ownership of refueling 
infrastructure and provides incentives, 
where appropriate, for vehicle conversions. 
 

• Action Item: The State will implement 
the recommendations in the Energizing 
Oregon Plan that identifies regulatory 
streamlining and infrastructure needs. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to our mission, there are other policy drivers coming from the state that we are responding to (and driving).Our GM Neil McFarlane and I served on the Transportation Committee (along with Charlie Allcock) to make recommendations to the Governor’s office on how to improve the energy and carbon efficiency of our state’s transportation system.Some of the key recommendations relevant to us here are highlighted.



State Policy Drivers 

• Strategy 1.11: 
Transitioning transit and 
light- and heavy-duty 
commercial fleets to low 
or zero emission-
powered vehicles, such 
as CNG, LNG, RNG, and 
electric. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also served on the technical committee for ODOT Statewide Transportation Strategy for Reducing GHGs from the Transportation Sector, which is also calling for a transition to low and zero emission vehicles in our fleets.



Sustainable Operations 
Improving Efficiency 

• Light Rail: 
• Regenerative Braking 

and Energy Storage 
• Bus: 

• Reducing idling 
• Recalibrating 

transmissions 
• Altering front-end 

alignments 
• Adjusting tire pressure 

 

Annual savings: 
~500,000 gallons 
$1.575 million 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greening our operations is also important for sustainability.  Improving efficiency in energy and fuel use is a major focus, given our activities. We burn ~7 million gallons of diesel fuel a year:Fleet of 525 buses at peak timesSmall improvements in fuel economy can add up quicklyWe’re saving 500,000 gallons of diesel and over $1.5 million a yearFall 2004 effort to make operational improvements such as:Reducing idling at layover points and in the yards (cut idling by 2,000 hours)  Each hour is a gallon of dieselRecalibrating transmissionsAltering front-end alignmentsAdjusting tire pressure – now using a chip to check pressure



Sustainable Operations 
Electrifying Vehicle Systems 

• EMP miniHybrid delivers 
optimum heating/cooling to 
engine, transmission and 
thermal management systems  

• Developed using military/ 
NASCAR technology 
• Boosts fuel economy by 5-10%   
• Reduces maintenance costs 
• Retrofittable 
• Low upfront cost 

• Coming Soon: Hyper-Hybrids 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using Department of Defense and NASCAR technology we’ve  teamed with Engineered Machine Products, Inc. (EMP) for a first of its kind cooling system Reduces parasitic load on engine for move power to wheelsElectronically-Driven Engine Cooling SystemImproved fuel economy by 5%Improved powertrain durabilityImproved temperature controlExtended battery/alternator lifeLower weightBelieve it will become a standard for buses in the futureCompares favorably with hybrids we’ve been testing in terms of efficiency gains, PLUS it can be retrofitted on our existing buses at a much lesser premium (10Ks vs. 100Ks)



Sustainable Operations 
Testing Electric Buses 

• BYD demo in June 2014 
• 40’ bus with stated range of 

155 miles per charge 
• Averaged 104.6 miles/day 
• Average remaining charge: 43%  
• Performed better than expected 

(BYD spec: 2.1kWh/mi) 
• Next Step: FTA LoNo Grant? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electric buses beginning to enter the marketplace.  So far, all new entrants to the market.Ideally, looking for a “tried & true” (Gillig, New Flyer) bus manufacture to adopt an electric drive train.Cost, miles per charge and battery life key issues.  Also charging technology.  (Plug in later/inductive sooner?)

http://howweroll.trimet.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/BYD-bus.jpg


Considerations 
Fueling Pathway 

• Performance/Reliability/Safety 
• Budgetary Predictability 
• Emissions/Noise 
• Total Cost of Ownership 
• Ease of Integration 
• Partnerships 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the example of the demo to illustrate the types of considerations we go through as a transit operator when deciding on fuel pathways (and even particular vehicle models within pathways)PerformanceAcceleration from curb/in trafficHandling grades with full loadsRange anxiety/charge locationBus design (battery stacks)Recharging technology/locationsBudgetary PredictabilityRelatively stable pricingLong-term contractingFuture battery costs and replacementPotential partnershipsEmissions/NoiseZero tailpipe emissionsRPS/EPA Power Plant RulesAre they “too quiet”?Total Cost of OwnershipUpfront CapExDifferential/Opportunity CostsO&M Costs/TimeInventory ManagementTrainingEase if IntegrationMaintenance staff training requirementsNew tools & technologiesNew maintenance facilitiesPartnershipsFueling facilitiesComponent ownership modelsLong term fuel contractsPublic fueling facilities



Questions? 
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